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Abstract. This paper deals with the unique methodology of system-analytical researches (SAR) designing process in a wide 
class of problems. In postindustrial society, modern projects of system-analytical researches in complex formats may well 
affect many application areas simultaneously. These studies relate to the intellectual, creative sphere of human activity 
aimed at obtaining new knowledge in very wide range of applications - from streamlining business processes in the 
economic sphere and political forecasting up to the obtaining of new scientific results. The original information technology, 
based on the principles of complex systems inductive modeling and the group method of data handling (GMDH), as basic 
methodology of this innovative trend, is proposed. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the post-industrial (informational) epoch modern projects of system-analytical researches (SAR) in complex formats 
can affect many application areas simultaneously. These studies relate to the intellectual, creative sphere of human activity 
aimed at obtaining of new knowledge in very wide range of applications - from streamlining business processes in the 
economic sphere and political forecasting up to the obtaining of new scientific results. It is no secret that such projects can 
last from 3-6 months or more, and dedicated financial resources can vary within very wide limits - from several tens of 
thousands to tens or more of millions dollars.  
 Modern traditional technology of system-analytical researches enable to develop the documents of exceptional 
complexity, not to mention the importance and value of the new knowledge that they carry and which sometimes affect the 
course of entire countries and peoples. Such documents may include, for example: 
- forecast of the U.S. developing up to 2050 (such documents are worked out in almost all developed countries); 
- the forecast of climate impact in the long-term (10-20 years and longer) perspective on the development of the EU 
agrarian sector; 
- international export/import contract of interaction between countries; 
- a comprehensive strategic business plan for banking, insurance or of the corporation trading network, etc. 
 Hence, it is clear and evident today very high interest in the improvement and development of SAR-technologies as at 
the meta-level, and at the level of the individual system units and algorithms. 

In this paper the original methodology of system-analytical researches technological process in a wide class of 
problems is considered. Used modern and traditional technologies encounter very complex problems. The main of such 
problems are described in this paper. A new unique information technology, based on the principles of complex systems 
inductive modeling and the group method of data handling (GMDH), as basic methodology of this innovative direction, is 
proposed. 

Inductive technology, external criteria, optimal solutions,  
relevancy, corelevancy, modeling, intelligence project 
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2. The main problems of modern system-analytical research technologies 
and some directions of their solutions  

 
 
Traditional technologies of system-analytical researches, although in most cases able to achieve the desired quality 

results, often lead to a serious waste of money and time for their execution, as well as inefficient use of precious time of 
professional analysts and a much larger number of them than it is actually needed .  
 Highlighted below causes of modern SAR-projects low efficiency suggests the need for unconventional approaches in 
the design and implementation of SAR in such complex class of tasks, examples of which are mentioned above. In [1, 2] to 
overcome these negatives proposed application of the complex systems inductive modeling principles and the group method 
of data handling (GMDH), as its methodological framework [3, 4 and many other ones]. We consider these issues and give, 
in our opinion, effective solutions based on three basic of complex systems inductive modeling principles: 
 
• the principle of self-organization; 
• the principle of external addition; 
• the principle of choice-making decisions freedom. 
 
 Among the major problems (causes) we distinguish the following ones: 
        Problem 1: all members of individual directions groups (economists, politicians, mathematicians, lawyers, etc.) are 
working on „their own� problem simultaneously and, even using various professional methods, tools and techniques, that 
makes impossible to objectively evaluate the results inside the group; and high confidentiality conditions almost completely 
eliminate such possibility. 
 Solution: to introduce competition, i.e. partition the one group in the two independent sub-groups and the application 
of criteria for assessing the intermediate (final) results quality similar to the GMDH-criteria of regularity and/or the 
minimum unbiasedness and/or balance etc. – i.e. the application of the external addition principle. 
  
 Problem 2: The principal uncertainty of the optimal endpoint information basis at the initial stage of the study, which 
would allows synthesize the final document, forcing analysts to gathering of much more information about „the problem�, 
than it is actually needed and, moreover, in each group with respect to „their own problems�. 
 Solution: should the principle of self-organization with focused gain information basis; this  principle rejects the 
traditional point of view that the model is more accurate than it is more complicated because this  principle involves finding 
the optimal information basis as an ensemble of informative parameters. 
  
 Problem 3: the lack of sufficient high-quality relevant information leads analysts to resort of indirect or synthetic 
estimates regarding some of its species or the statistical characteristics (e.g., any average or relative value which by virtue of 
small samples generally can’t be used in critical studies). 
 Solution: because such methods do not add credibility to the researches, the decision seems to apply the principle of 
self-organization and the external addition principle (external criteria) to generate an optimal information basis to solve a 
particular problem in the same way as in the GMDH-algorithms in solving of structural and parametric identification tasks. 
 
 Problem 4: there is a subjective assessment of intermediate results achieved at different stages of the investigation due 
to poorly developed formal independent evaluation of such technologies (corresponds to a problem 1). 
 Solution: should the principle of external additions as well as principle of choice-making decisions freedom in order to 
„self-organization� of optimal solutions (the partition of the analysts group into two sub-groups with the use of objective 
external criteria, etc.). 
 
 Problem 5: there is very low „convergence rate� to target result in the traditional technologies due to high degree of 
subjectivity in making decisions about the final outcome quality of the research (usually the final document  subsequently 
subjected to a reusable refinements, corrections, clarifications, removing comments, etc., etc ., etc.). 
 Solution: the inductive approach application to the synthesis technology essentially eliminates, on the one hand the 
information base redundancy and, on the other hand, can synthesize the best information basis, as an ensemble of 
informative parameters, which, by definition, must satisfy the basic requirements for the result. 
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 Problem 6: the professional expert assessments of high-level are most often used only in the final phase of SAR-
project that leads to an increase in cost and time to carry out additions and/or eliminate the comments or even leads to a 
general inability to achieve improved results already obtained. 
 Solution: it is necessary to introduce the concept of the „target result� (a „standard� or „benchmark result�) 
constructed on the formal expertise requirements – e.g., implementation of the expert tolerances matrix [5], etc. 
 
 Problem 7:  poorly formalized procedures and technologies in the system-analytical researches (corresponds to a 
problems 4 and 5). 
    Solution: should be developed the original instruments, algorithms and techniques of procedures formalization 
critically affecting the effectiveness of SAR-project and the quality of its outcome.    
 
 Naturally, the diversity and intellectual orientation of direction considered in principle actually generates a lot of 
problem that for researchers in this field are well known, and such about which they are not even aware. We have identified 
only the major ones, finding the solutions of which we believe can significantly improve the efficiency of system-analytical 
informational investigations project as in a complex format as well as many individual subject areas in particular. 
 Of course, in one article it is impossible to give a comprehensive solution to each of these problems, but the general 
technological scheme and the necessary components of its present here. 
 
 
3. The basic concepts and definitions of inductive SAR-technologies 

  
 The notion of the result (final „document�) in the system-analytical researches is more diffuse and harder than taking 
by legislation the definition of „recycled paper� for the information activities sphere. To avoid losing the natural semantic 
meaning concepts result of SAR let us give the following its formal definition. 

 
Definition 1. The result * *( )bR I of an integrated system-analytical research (SAR) is a specific document * *{ ( )}bD R I  

which displays the system-analysis results of a complex object (process, phenomenon, problem, etc.), which is based on 
optimal information basis *

bI  designed within the framework of research process, satisfies the main statutory requirements, 
has information and advisory direction, is endowed with certain official status and level of access. 

 
In the long list of customer requirements are often included the quantitative forecasts of the object behavior is 

researched for decision-making in anticipation of the consequences of their implementation, etc. Thus, the SAR is a self-
sufficient system-analytical project, but as a special case, may also be a significant additional element of intelligent decision 
support systems (IDSS), and its result – the final „document� – might look like, for example, in special way organized 
knowledge base file of such systems. In addition, it is important to emphasize that the output document can not necessarily 
relate to a particular subject area (as opposed to such a requirement in expert systems, for example), and cover several 
subject areas, including those that are not contiguous. Obviously, the concept of SAR-result in a broad sense does not 
belong to the traditional information documents such as abstracts, analytical and bibliographic reviews and the like, but is 
much broader and includes, in particular, and them as a parts. 

The results quality in any investigation, including the results of SAR-projects, it is impossible to assess without 
reliable criteria of the evaluation. The very same test evaluation should deal with formal objects, purposefully characterizing 
the subject of study. In addition, in inductive technology the evaluation criterion must have the property of the external 
additions. So, for the object (objects) of evaluation the certain requirements are imposed. The such object in our case may 
be the relevancy, i.e. the result of complex information-analytical research should meet the requirements set (customer, for 
example) or, more importantly, the results of complex research problem (phenomenon, process) should be adequate to the 
problem (phenomenon, process) itself, etc. 

For definitions and formalizing the relevancy notion in inductive technologies of SAR, introduce the concept of image 
„target result� - 0 0( )bR I . It is a rectangular matrix )ijÅ e = ( with dimension n × m of type: 
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1

n
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e e
E e
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where i-th row of which,  1,  2,  ...,i m= , displays one of unquestioning requirements for the research "target result” in 
terms of top-level experts, and the j-th column,  1,  2,  ...,j n= , – the possible gradations of i-th elements estimates. Line 
may be, for example, one of the future „document� partitions, and line elements (cells) – the expert assessment of 
requirements to its essence.  

Matrix (1) can be configured in many ways. In [6] proposed an effective and simple algorithm for constructing a 
matrix )ijÅ e = (  that allows to obtain stable estimates of its elements ije  using the concepts of distance and the Kemeny’s 
median [7, 8].  

We introduce the following notation.  
Let 0 0( ( ))bE R I - expert matrix of „target result� 0 0( )bR I values of the form (1); that is, all the values of its elements 

completely satisfy the customer research or result 0 0( )bR I solves arose problem in the „best� possible way. Further, suppose 
that ( ( ))j

k bW R I  –  is the matrix of a partial result ( )j
k bR I which corresponds to the current information basis j

bI  for the k-th 
stage (step) of system-analytical project; 1

bI  – given the primary informational basis, and bI + – a „target portion� of the 
monitoring information to supplement already available ensemble information j

b²  to the improve the ( )j
k bR I , bringing it 

closer to the „target result� 0 0( )bR I ;  * *( )bR I – the optimal result that can be objectively achieved in this SAR-project. 
Denote by 2

relΔ  the matrix form of 
 

           

2 2
11 1

2 2
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elements of which are the differences squares of ( ( ))j

k bW R I  and 0 0( ( ))bE R I matrix elements (both matrices have the same 
dimension n × m), i.e. 

 
2 2 0 0 0 0( ( )) ( ( ))] ( ( )) ( ( ))]j T j
rel ij k b b k b bW R I E R I W R I E R IδΔ = ( ) = [  − [  −                       (2) 

 
Definition 2. Under system relevancy (rel) in a system-analytical researches we should mean a measure of the form: 
 

e ,r lCR W E=             (3) 
 

and then the system criterion of relevancy will be called the expression: 
 

         

1
2

2

1 1
( )

m n

rel ij WE
i j

CR δ
= =

⎛ ⎞
 =  ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑∑                          (4) 

 
Thus, the relevancy criterion expression in the complex system-analytical researches acquired a simple and intuitive 

sense. 
 

Now,  formulation of the inductive technology SAR we can make in the following way: on the primary given 
information basis 1

bI  and selected in the research process more targeted information { }bI +  have to synthesize a set of results 
ℜ form of ( )    bR I ∈ ℜ  in order to find the optimal result * *( )bR I that meets the minimum criteria of selection ( )relCR ⋅ . 

 
Definition 3. The result * *( )bR I  for which the value of the criterion (4) is minimal, i.e. 
 
                                                           * *

( )
( ) arg min ( , ),

b
b relR I

R I CR W E
∈ℜ

=                                (5) 

 
called the optimal result of complex systems-analytical research. 
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The optimal result * *( )bR I in the future is the optimal information basis to create the final structured document 
* *{ ( )}bD R I  as satisfying the original expert requirements )ijÅ e = ( . Criteria relCR  – is the integral (system) criterion of 

relevancy of the upper level and, consequently, the system evaluation of the result quality in the SAR-project. 
As already mentioned, the major shortcoming of SAR traditional technologies is the slow convergence of final result 

to the desired resulted parameters, and under conditions of limited resources such as time and money traditional 
technologies often can not produce the desired results. With these cases the many teams of professional analysts in practice 
are faced. 

Application of the inductive approach can make solving of this problem quite simple and effective. In the SAR should 
be involved at least two expert-analytical groups each of which must operate independently in a subjective direction. This 
means applying the principle of external additions just as in the GMDH the original statistics data table should be shared in 
two parts: A and B, the information each of which serves as the external addition and can complement one another. In the 
inductive GMDH-procedure the model is trained on one part of the data table and its quality is assessed on the other part 
and vice versa. 

The using in such technology the external addition principle entails the designing of another criteria as counterpart of 

the consistency criterion in the GMDH for comparing the quality of some partial results ( )j A
k b sR I   and ( )j B

k b sR I  are 

obtained by two independent sub-groups of analysts ( )/  À Â . Algorithm for constructing the matrices ( ( ))j A
k b sW R I  and 

( ( ))j B
k b sW R I  for partial results W A A

k ijw= ( ) and WB B
k ijw= ( ) , k = 1, … ,  is similar to the constructing of the 

matrix
0 0( ( ))bE R I . 

To apply the minimum unbiasedness criterion in the complex system-analytical researches we need to use its main 
demand: for models of same structure the coefficients of which were calculated for parts A and B data-table (in GMDH) 
would gave the outputs are close, i.e. would have minimum divergence for the outputs. We use this consistency property for 
the concept of corelevancy we have introduced in the inductive SAR. 

 
Similarly (2), denote by 2

corelΔ  the matrix  
 

2 2
11 1

2 2

2 2
1
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corel ij

m mn

i n j m
δ δ
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  , 

 
elements of which are the differences squares of ( ( ))j A

k bW R I  and ( ( ))j B
k bW R I  matrix elements (both matrices also have the 

same dimension n × m, and the elements ijδ  belong to the same comparable estimated result), i.e. 
 

                2 2 ( ( )) ( ( )) ] ( ( )) ( ( )) ]j A j B T j A j B
corel ij k b k b k b k bW R I W R I W R I W R IδΔ = ( ) = [  − [  −                                    (5) 

 
 
Definition 4. Under  the corelevancy of partial results (minimum bias) in inductive procedures of SAR we would mean 

a measure of the form: 
 

                       ,A B
corelCR W W=                                (6) 

 
and the corelevancy criterion of inductive procedures in inductive procedures of SAR we would call expression: 
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1 1
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m n
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where 2( )ij WWδ  – the elements of (5). 
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4.   The basic architecture of  SAR inductive technology  
 
On the figure below in the inductive technology structure of SAR applied the scheme of the multistage GMDH-

algorithms using the criteria of selection having the properties of the external addition.  
In this scheme run in parallel two sub-groups of analysts and one group of high-level experts. Distinctive features of 

this scheme are that in so-called "two-shoulder" SAR  inductive technology the corelevancy criteria is a one for the lower 
level and serves to select the best F1 partial solutions obtained independently by two sub-groups of analysts A and B and 
system test of relevancy is the criteria for the upper level. The task of relevancy criteria is the final selection of the optimal 
result * *( )bR I  which for a given project resource requirements can be achieved in this particular project of SAR. 

According to the algorithm [2], in the general form the inductive scheme of SAR-project is reduced to the procedure: 
 
1.  Stage I. 
1.1. Setting the parameters of an economic nature { }ε  and timing { }τ ; 
1.2. Setting the limits on resources; 
1.3. Forming the expert matrix )ijÅ e = ( ; 

1.4. Designing the monitoring information control system for inductive capacity by target information portions bI + .  
 
2.  Stage II. 
2.1.  The synthesis of analytical results ( )j À

k b sR I  and ( )j B
k b sR I  , k = 1,... ,  that include only the initial information 

base 1
bI ; 

2.2.   Designing  the matrixes ( ( ))j A
k b sW R I  и ( ( ))j B

k b sW R I , k = 1,...  and for commensurate results the values of the 
criterion (7) are calculated.  
The F1 much better results (options) are selected. 

2.3.   Adjusted (reduced) value of { }ε and { }τ  according to the input installation requirements; 
2.4.   Applies the information monitoring control system and forms the portion bI +  target information then the transition 

to Stage III is executed. 
 

3. Stage III. 
3.1.  The providing analytical results ( )j À

k b sR I   і ( )j B
k b sR I  , k = 1,... , by parallel analytical groups:  these results should    

                be based solely on the findings ones from the previous steps and the data portion bI +  of purposeful information     
               monitoring as well; 

3.2. For commensurate results designing  the matrixes ( ( ))j A
k b sW R I  и ( ( ))j B

k b sW R I , k = 1,... and calculating  the values  
       of the criterion (7).  
        The F1 much better results (options) are selected. 
3.3.   Values { }ε and { }τ  are adjusted according to the input installation requirements and checked their balance. 
3.4.   Applies the information monitoring control system and forms the portion bI +  target information then the transition 

to the next stage  is executed. 
 

The last step is the one where: 
1. If satisfied the inequality: ( ) ( 1)min mincorel s corel sCR CR − ≤  , where s – is the number of stage, then it is necessary to 

calculate the F2 values of the criterion (4) and to apply (5) for choice the optimal result * *( )bR I . That is: 
2. Obtained a strong result that is objectively best by the system criterion (4) or wholly satisfies the customer 

requirements. 
3. Obtained a good result, which can still be improved, but it  has already satisfied customer. 
4. Exhausted the possibility of information monitoring system. 
5. Exhausted the input installation requirements and defining resources{ }ε and { }τ . 
The last two cases are not trivial ones. If there are a some possibilities to go to the level of “Statement of the SAR-

Problem” for negotiation with the customer to review levels of input requirements to the result or resources towards 
mitigation, that it is necessary to use it. 
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Fig. The architecture of SAR inductive technology based on the GMDH methodology. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
In this paper the inductive information technology of integrated system-analytical researches designed to conduct of 

complex research information and analytical applications in many fields: economics, ecology, law, political science, and 
more other directions is considered. This technology allows for the first time: 

 
• significantly reduce the principal of such research resources: time and money; 
 
• eliminate the many complex problems listed above 1 - 7 by using of three basic principles of complex systems 

inductive modeling: 
 

- the principle of self-organization, 
- the principle of external addition, 
- the principle of choice-making decisions freedom; 
 

• significantly improve the quality of the result at the expense of synthesis in multi-stage inductive procedure of 
optimal informational basis (the optimum is in terms of research objectives and requirements). 

 
The high quality of final results are guaranteed by the introduction of external criteria for the best private results of 

research selection (criteria of relevancy and corelevancy), which eliminate a significant effect of subjective expert opinions 
on the final stage. 

 
Quality of construction and expert information content of the matrix, obviously, takes a central position when using 

the proposed criteria in inductive approach for designing of SAR we have developed. Therefore, one of the main directions 
of future researches should be: the development of experts competency estimation procedures, the selection of 
homogeneous groups of experts or, maybe, of close estimates for the structures optimization of the matrices E and W, as 
well as the development algorithms for synthesis of such matrices. 
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